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Daily Star 

13 February 2020 
 

BB bailout unlikely to perk up 
bourse: experts 

 
Read more on b3 

Ahsan Habib 

.................................................................. 

Boosting stocks by providing an incentive of making loans available is not a 
sustainable way for reviving investors’ confidence, rather, it might lead to the 
creation of further risks for the banking sector, said experts on the matter. 

On Monday, Bangladesh Bank announced a special package, saying each bank will 
be allowed to form a Tk 200 crore fund by taking financial support from it in order to 
invest in the stock market. 

The lenders will avail the central bank funds for a five-year period at 5 per cent 
interest through repurchase agreements (repo) against treasury bills and bonds they 
own. 

However, specialists believe that investing into stocks on taking loans was a risky 
move. Moreover, the way the loan would be recorded in the banks’ books was 
concerning. 
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Salehuddin Ahmed, a former Bangladesh Bank governor, said the banks were 
already in a lot of problems and adding the stock market issue on top of it would 
worsen the situation. 

Bangladesh Bank should have kept in mind that banks deal money of ordinary 
citizens, not their own, and ordinary citizens want safeguarding of their money, he 
said, adding that investing in the stock market was not a safe move. 

Giving incentives on an ad-hoc basis will not help prop up stocks for the long run as 
the stock market’s problems lie elsewhere, he added. 

Solutions must be provided for the problems, such as the presence of a low number 
of stocks having good performance records and the rampant insider trading and 
gambling, said Ahmed. 

The stock market, in terms of sustainability, will not be in a good position until 
fundamental changes are brought to it, said Zahid Hussain, former lead economist at 
the World Bank’s Dhaka office. 

Companies having good performance records still do not want to come to the stock 
market while investors cannot differentiate between good and bad companies as 
they do not have trust on balance sheets being true, he said. 
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Daily Star 

13 February 2020 
 

BB braced for tighter grip on 
private banks 
To appoint their top personnel in revised Banking Companies Act 
Rejaul Karim Byron and AKM Zamir Uddin 

.......................................................................................... 

The rot starts at the top, it is often said. And it is this pandemic that the central bank 
is looking to tackle in the new Banking Companies Act. 

For instance, it has proposed interviewing both directors and managing directors of 
private banks before they are appointed, as per the draft of the amendment to the 
BCA that has been uploaded on the finance ministry’s website on Monday for the 
opinion of the general public. 

All stakeholders has been requested to give their opinion within 21 working days. 

The Bangladesh Bank’s intervention into the appointment of key personnel in private 
banks does not just end there: the interview board will also nominate additional and 
deputy managing directors, all top executive posts of the lenders. 

All very well, but had the draft proposed state banks, where irregularities are dime a 
dozen, go through the same rigour in appointing top executives, it would seem the 
amendments has its heart in the right place. 

The draft also bars any individual involved in any fraudulent activities or financial 
crimes or with negative observations of financial regulators from holding top posts in 
banks. 

Directors who show default loans as unclassified by taking stay-orders from the High 
Court will also lose their position on their respective bank boards. 
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In Bangladesh Bank we trust 

 
Zahid Hussain 

....................................................................... 

THIS ought to be, if it already is not, the motto of stock market players in 
Bangladesh. Bangladesh Bank (BB) has left no stone unturned to show that it stands 
ready to put lipstick on everything to drive stock markets higher. 

In the process, it has seen how hard it is to make lipstick stick. So far there has been 
no free lunch. As they say, failure is the pillar of success, so keep trying. 

The BB has now opened another window to encourage banks to invest in the stock 
market. 

Each bank can create a special fund worth Tk 200 crore for five years to expand 
their exposure to the stock market subject to several regulations. 

The banks can use their own funds or borrow from the BB at 5 per cent, instead of 
the existing 6 per cent, for 5 years through repo or refinancing mechanism against 
treasury bills and bonds. 

Banks had Tk 1.4 lakh crore in bills and bonds as on June 29, 2020, thanks to the 
surge in government borrowing from the banking system during the last year and a 
half. 

The banks can invest the fund directly to build their own new portfolio (40 per cent), 
new portfolio of their subsidiaries (20 per cent), other bank or their subsidiaries (30 
per cent) and other merchant bank or brokerage houses (10 per cent). 

They also have the option to lend to share market intermediaries at 7 per cent rate of 
interest without needing to include it in their loan-deposit ratio. 

Remember, the ratio is not allowed to exceed 85 per cent for conventional scheduled 
banks. The BB will closely monitor the use of this fund on a quarterly basis. 
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The total liquidity in the banking system will be about Tk 11,400 crore higher if all the 
57 banks use the repo facility to create the fund. This could potentially increase 
reserve money (BB’s holding of net foreign assets, claims on government and claims 
on deposit money banks) growth by 4.5 per cent (relative to the stock at end-
December 2019) by increasing BB’s claims on the banks. 

It will therefore be fair to characterise this as a step towards monetary expansion. 
However, the link between reserve and broad money (net foreign plus domestic 
assets of the banking system) growth has been rather variable in recent years. 

Banks have been very reluctant to invest in the stock market since 2016 as slumping 
stock prices eroded profit from portfolio investments. 

While initiatives like this are designed to help keep liquidity flowing to the bourses, 
the latest measures could push up banking sector risk if they lead banks to buy 
higher risk shares than they previously had appetite for. 

The banks’ overexposure to stock market contributed to creating stock price bubbles 
in 2010, leading BB to tighten regulations on banks portfolio investments. 

Times have changed. BB offered liquidity support to banks in September last year at 
6 per cent repo rate to nudge banks to invest in shares. Hardly any bank responded 
to the Tk 3,000 crore opportunity because the profit prospects were extremely poor. 

Even before the advent of the coronavirus, the state of the economy was weak. 
Many big corporates listed in the two stock exchanges have suffered declines in 
sales and profit in the first half of the current fiscal year. 

Confidence on the governance of the stock exchanges and regulatory institutions 
does not appear to have improved. 

The spread of coronavirus has dampened expectations about a recovery in export, 
import and credit growth in the second half of the current fiscal year. 

Vastly increased government borrowing from the banking system and the 
consequent rise in the risk-free rates has reduced the incentive for banks to look for 
alternative income earning opportunities. 

Whether the 1 per cent reduction in the repo rate to borrow for investing directly or 
indirectly in shares will be sufficient to overcome the pre-exiting deterrents is literally 
a 11,400-crore-taka question. 

It will not at all be surprising to see the market rise in the next few days on the 
expectation of fresh liquidity injection from the banks. 

However, such increases could quickly revert back to bearish trends since the bullish 
outlook is not driven by any change in the market fundamentals. Banks therefore run 
the risk of losing their investment as expectations of price rise induced by the latest 
announcement fizzle out. Historically, unlike in developed country markets, returns to 
stocks have failed even to stay ahead of inflation. In fact, if you invested in the whole 
basket on which DSE Index is based, you would have suffered a capital loss at a 
compound annual rate of 5.2 percent since 2010. Thus, holding on to investments in 
shares does not offer much promise. 

There is considerable debate on the appropriate role of stock prices in the 
determination of monetary policy. 
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Conventional wisdom says changes in stock prices should affect monetary policy 
only to the extent that they affect the central banks’ assessment of capital 
accumulation. 

Bangladesh’s overarching approach across the financial system is aimed at 
achieving a more inclusive financial system in which banks can support lending to 
parts of the economy that are beyond their risk appetite; the micro, cottage and small 
enterprises for instance. 

The stock market does not fall in this category because such enterprises are not 
listed in the bourses. 

Exposure to stock market, on the other hand, increases the potential of risks spilling 
over to banks, exacerbated by the limited capacity of Bangladesh’s capital market 
regulator to provide comfort on improved governance. 

The recent stock market bust has created a serious dilemma for BB. Shares are 
trading at prices that seem well below normal as is the volume of trading. However, it 
is hard to figure the “normal levels”. 

We can almost never be sure whether these reflect a demand supply mismatch or 
simply a re-evaluation of fundamental values by market participants. These two 
different interpretations have very different implications for the appropriateness of BB 
actions. aking the problem worse is the fact that the markets are influenced by 
several other factors. 

There are good reasons to worry about attempts by BB to influence stock prices, 
including the fact that the effects of such attempts on capital market psychology are 
predictably unpredictable. 

Effective market discipline requires credibility. Aggressive banks responding to the 
new policy initiative must believe that they are at risk of loss and that there is no 
insurance backing them up. 

It is neither possible nor necessarily wise to eliminate entirely the potential for 
support of uninsured banks. 

However, it is possible to reduce both the probability of a bailout and the extent of 
protection banks receive when a bailout occurs. This can partially mitigate the moral 
hazard associated with the public safety net supporting banking. 

Putting responsive banks at risk of loss in a credible manner is no easy task. 
Experience tells us that such credibility needs to be explicitly established. 

We cannot count on banks to spontaneously decide to price risk appropriately. A 
mechanism to limit spill overs from one bank to another is critical because these spill 
overs -- the contagion effect -- are a principal rationale for bailing out the aggressive 
banks when all their stock market bets fail and they each end up owing Tk 200 crore 
to the BB. 
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Daily New Age 
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DSE turnover takes 11-month high 
jump 
 Niaz Mahmud 

  Published at 10:31 pm February 12th, 2020 

 
File photo of Dhaka Stock Exchange Limited Mehedi Hasan/Dhaka Tribune 
 

Bangladesh Bank on Tuesday issued a circular giving 

permission to all scheduled banks to form a special fund of 

Tk200 crore each to invest in the capital market 

The daily turnover of the country’s prime bourse, Dhaka Stock Exchange 

(DSE), on Wednesday hit 11-month high as Bangladesh Bank announced a 

special fund for banks to provide support to the capital market.  

The turnover stood at Tk657 crore, climbing further by 30% over previous 

day’s mark of Tk505 crore. It happens to be the biggest single -day transaction 

in the last 11 months since March 13, last year, when the turnover totaled a 

record Tk708 crore.  

Meanwhile, DSEX, key index of DSE, on Wednesdy gained 9.31 points or 

0.21% on the day to end at 4,480 points.  

https://www.dhakatribune.com/author/Niaz%20Mahmud
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Bangladesh Bank on Tuesday issued a circular giving permission to all 

scheduled banks to form a special fund of Tk200 crore each to invest in the 

capital market. 

These initiatives opened up an opportunity to bring a fresh investment of 

Tk12,000 crore from all 60 banks in the country, market operators said.  

DSE Shariah index DSES advanced 0.06% to end at 1,030.7 points, while 

blue-chip index, DS30, went down by 0.08% to close at 1,516.1 points.  

EBL Securities in its daily market commentary said that the Investors exerted 

buying pressure mostly in Financial Institutions, Pharma and Textile secto rs.  

The pharmaceuticals sector contributed 16.7% of the total turnover while 

textile, engineering and power sectors contributed 16.6%, 13.5% and 7.6% 

respectively, showed the daily market analysis of UCB Capital Management 

Limited.  

Among the traded issues 160 gained, 146 declined and 49 remained 

unchanged during the session in Dhaka Stock Exchange. 

Shepherd Industries secured the leadership position on the top turnover chart 

with a turnover of Tk30.8 crore with its share price closing at Tk25.7 per 

share.  

The port city’s bourse, Chittagong Stock Exchange, registered a modest gain 

at the end of the session. The selected index, CSCX, and all Share Price 

Index, CASPI, inched up by 0.6 and 1.2 points respectively.  
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The Business Standard 
13 February 2020 

FRC tightens rules on share money deposits 

The circular prohibited withdrawal or taking back of the share money deposited in the 

company’s dedicated bank account 

 

Share money deposits must be converted into the company's capital within six 

months, said the Financial Reporting Council (FRC).  

The accounting super regulator also said in a recent directive that companies must 

include the share money deposits while calculating earnings per share and dividend 

as soon as the money is deposited, even before the securitisation.  

The circular issued on Tuesday prohibited withdrawal or taking back the share 

money deposited in the company's dedicated bank account.  

This FRC directive comes in the backdrop of increasing allegations of faking the 

paid-up capital of some companies that deceive investors and lenders.  

Any non-compliance with the new FRC directive will be punishable, according to 

the Financial Reporting Act 2015, under which the FRC is formed as an 

independent government regulatory body. 
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The Business Standard 
13 February 2020 

DSE turnover hits 11-month high amid 

marginal gains 

Due to increased participation, daily turnover at the DSE has crossed Tk600 crore for 

the first time after March 13, 2019 

 
File Photo: Rehman Asad/TBS 

Stocks closed marginally higher on Wednesday with turnover on the Dhaka bourse 

hitting an 11-month high. 

At the previous session, following the Bangladesh Bank's announcement to 

provide liquidity support, broad-based indices surged up to 2 percent at both the 

bourses. 

The trail was strong in the morning and indices were up 0.5 percent. But from the 

second hour of trading session, profit booking took place to push the indices into 

correction territory. 

At the end of the session, the blue-chip index, DS30 at the Dhaka Stock Exchange 

(DSE) closed in the marginal red, while broad index DSEX closed 0.2 percent 

higher at 4,480 points. 

Due to increased participation, daily turnover at the DSE has crossed Tk600 crore 

for the first time after March 13, 2019. 

Market went into intraday correction at the second hour and lasted until the closing 

bell. A number of investors seemed capitalising the recent gains in many stocks, 

while buy orders also increased. It ended as a neutral day, said a floor trader. 
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At the end, 160 scrips gained, while 146 lost and price of 49 remained unchanged. 

Among the large-cap sectors, non-banking financial institutions exhibited the 

highest positive movement with 4.15 percent gains in market capitalisation. 

Telecommunication sector exhibited the maximum negative movement with more 

than 1 percent loss of market value. 
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The Business Standard 
13 February 2020 

SK Trims to expand capacity by 30 percent 

After expansion, the sales revenue of the company will be above Tk195 crore and profit 

after tax is expected to be around Tk35 crore 

 

SK Trims and Industries Ltd Wednesday announced that it would expand its 

production capacity to strengthen its foothold in the market it operates. 

The company manufactures swing threads, elastics, polies, cartons, photo cards, 

bar codes and tissue papers for the export-oriented garments industry. 

SK Trims that was listed in the bourses in 2018 under the miscellaneous category, 

had planned the capacity expansion during its Initial Public Offerings (IPO). 

After expansion, the sales revenue of the company will be above Tk195 crore and 

profit after tax is expected to be around Tk35 crore, according to the DSE website. 

The company officials said the construction of a 5.5-storey building has been 

completed using the IPO fund. 

Installation of machinery at the factory will increase the production capacity of 

garment accessories by 30 percent, they added. 

The company received Tk30 crore as IPO proceeds. 

The IPO prospectus showed, from the amount, Tk12.7 crore will be used for 

machineries, Tk14.9 crore for building construction and Tk2.4 crore as IPO 

expenses. 
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At the Dhaka Stock Exchange, the stock price of SK Trims closed at Tk62.1 per 

share on Wednesday. The price was 2 percent up from Tk60.7 per share in the 

preceding session. 

According to the annual report of SK Trims, the company recorded earnings per 

share of Tk2.53 for the year ended on June 30, 2019. The EPS was Tk1.92 for the 

same period in the previous year. 

The stock price witnessed a surge in the last one month, illustrating a keen interest 

on this stock among the investors. 

The company went into operation on June 1, 2014 as SK Thread and Industries 

Ltd. Later, it was renamed as SK Trims and Industries Ltd on April 25, 2016. 
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Daily Star 
13 February 2020 

 

Global markets rebound on 
easing virus fears 

Afp, London 

.......................................................................................... 

Asian and European stocks advanced Tuesday, after more Wall Street records 
overnight on easing investor concerns over the economic impact of China’s 
coronavirus outbreak. 

Investors were looking ahead to any comments on the fallout from US Federal 
Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell in his testimony to Congress on Tuesday and 
Wednesday. 

In late morning European trade, Frankfurt and London stock markets each were up 
0.7 percent while Paris gained 0.4 percent. 

The positive mood followed Monday’s rallies on Wall Street, where the S&P 500 and 
the tech-heavy Nasdaq hit fresh records on easing global worries over the 
coronavirus. 

“European equities have continued the rebound begun yesterday in the US,” said IG 
analyst Chris Beauchamp. 

“But... investors have yet to see an end in sight for the crisis in China and with other 
assets like oil so far refusing to respond in bullish fashion some will worry that 
equities are beginning to run out of road in the short-term. 

“For now, practically the only data outside of virus infections that matters is China’s 
economic growth.” All eyes are on China as the world’s second-largest economy 
sputters back to life after a forced extension to the Lunar New Year holiday because 
of the outbreak, which has killed more than 1,000 people and disrupted major global 
supply chains. 

After a nervous start to the week that saw Asian bourses plunge, most bounced 
back. 

Hong Kong closed up 1.3 percent, while mainland China’s benchmark Shanghai 
Composite Index was 0.4 percent higher. Tokyo was closed for a public holiday. 

The 2019-nCoV virus, which emerged in central China, has spooked equity and oil 
markets for weeks, having spread to more than two dozen countries. 

More than 42,000 infections have been confirmed so far in mainland China and 
President Xi Jinping has described the situation in Hubei, the outbreak epicentre, as 
“still very grave”. 

Chinese authorities are expected to make policy interventions to help ease the 
economic hit from the virus, analysts said, which could boost market confidence. 
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“While... uncertainties remain around nCoV, one sure thing you can probably count 
on is that the mother of all stimulus measures will get laid down by the (Chinese 
central bank),” wrote Stephen Innes, chief market strategist for Asia-Pacific at 
AxiCorp. 

A number of earnings reports are also expected this week, including from companies 
that could suffer a coronavirus hit to their numbers. 

Chinese tech giant Alibaba, Japanese automaker Nissan and MGM Resorts are 
among the firms scheduled to announce results this week. 

China, the world’s largest importer and consumer of oil, was already battling an 
economic slowdown when the coronavirus emerged. 

Fears of a decline in demand from China, and the resulting supply glut, has caused 
oil prices to tumble in recent weeks. But main oil contracts rebounded on Tuesday. 
Brent Crude was up 1.5 percent while West Texas Intermediate rose 1.3 percent. 
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